Carpal Tunnel Release: Endoscopic or open?
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is known to be the most common compressive neuropathy of the upper limb. Open carpal tunnel release (OCTR) has shown to be effective and relatively safe procedure, and is established as the standard surgical treatment for CTS. The outcome of this procedure can be complicated by scar tenderness, grip and pinch weakness, and pillar pain. Endoscopic carpal tunnel release (ECTR) has evolved to address these complications and improve the functional outcomes through smaller incisions sited away from the middle of the palm. In addition, preservation of the superficial fascia, subcutaneous adipose tissue overlying the flexor retinaculum and some of the insertion of thenar and hypothenar muscles is assumed to result in faster recovery of grip strength and earlier return to work. However, critics of ECTR report higher complication rates and greater cost when compared to OCTR.

In this paper we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of both procedures with respect to their main outcome measures, aiming to provide clearer understanding and easier surgical decision making.

PILLAR PAIN AND SCAR TENDERNESS

The majority of publications acknowledge the superiority of ECTR with regards to post operative palm pain and scar tenderness. This advantage is mostly noticed in the early recovery phase, i.e. first three months, after which the symptoms are noticed to become similar. However, Ferdinand et al noticed that patients developing scar tenderness after ECTR experience more persistent and intense symptoms related to contact with clothing or watch straps.

GRIP AND PINCH STRENGTH

Early reports have shown a greater drop in grip strength and slower recovery in the early postoperative phase after OCTR. but recovery to preoperative levels occurs three months after both open and endoscopic release. Pinch strength demonstrated similar variation between the two procedures, but with faster recovery and improvement to levels better than preoperative measurements at three months after both open and closed release.

It is important to note the two recent prospective randomised controlled studies demonstrated no statistically significant advantage of ECTR over OCTR in grip strength changes throughout the recovery period.

RETURN TO WORK

Return to work is affected by many factors, including occupation, dexterity, psychosocial factors, and most importantly worker's compensation. Therefore, the benefit of ECTR in decreasing the time to return to work has been confirmed by some studies and disproved by others. Further studies were recommended for more definitive conclusions. However, it has been noticed that time to return to work significantly decreases in ECTR patients not receiving workers compensation, while it is comparable for both open and endoscopic techniques in patients receiving compensation.

COMPLICATIONS

There has been concern regarding higher complication rates in ECTR when compared with OCTR. These complications include neurovascular and tendon injuries or incomplete release. This can be attributed to the high technical demand and steep learning curve in ECTR. On the other hand, prospective studies showed no difference in complication rates between the two techniques. This may be related to the fact that
ECTR in these studies was performed by experienced surgeons.

Although none of these prospective studies reported major nerve injuries,[8-12] these injuries do occur in both procedures.[8] Previous meta-analysis and systemic reviews reported that irreversible nerve injury is uncommon in both procedures while reversible injuries were more prevalent in ECTR.[13,14] No irreversible nerve injuries where reported in prospective studies, while 2% are reported in observational studies.[15]

In a decision analysis study, Vasen et al.[16] reviewed the literature for complication rates of both procedures. OCTR rates varied between 0% and 1.5% with estimated mean of 0.1% while ECTR complication rates varied from 0.7 to 6%. Although the estimated mean for ECTR was 5%, they found that ECTR would be more costly, than OCTR, if its complication rate exceeds 6.2%.

Risk of neurovascular injuries in ECTR is increased in the hands of inexperienced surgeons,[16-17] and short patients.[18] It is recommended that complication risks in ECTR should not exceed 1%.[19,20]

**COST EFFECTIVENESS**

Cost effectiveness is increasingly influencing decision making in current medical practice. ECTR has been criticised for its higher cost as it involves more specific and complex instrumentation.[21,22] and for the possibility of higher re-operation rate.[23,24] On the other hand, ECTR is considered to be cost-effective due to earlier return to work.[25] and the possibility of decreased need for rehabilitation because of less scar pain.

As described above, cost effectiveness of both procedures is highly influenced by their complication rates and time to return to work.[25] In the decision analysis performed by Vasen et al.[16], although the base case analysis showed similar costs for both procedures, ECTR showed to be cost effective if its mean time to return to work was 21 days less than OCTR. Taking into consideration the figures provided by the large prospective study performed by Agee et al.[18], ECTR would be highly cost-effective in non-recipients of workers' compensation, while OCTR would be less costly in compensation recipients.[26]

**SURGICAL TECHNIQUE**

OCTR is generally considered a safe procedure performed by junior surgeons and surgical technicians. [18] On the other hand, ECTR is usually performed by experienced hand surgeons, and is considered to be a more difficult procedure with higher technical demand and learning curve.[27,28] Intra-operative conversion to OCTR is reported in 2% of cases.[29] It has also shown to require more operative time, even in experienced surgeons’ hands.[30]

**FINAL OUTCOME**

It is widely agreed that the final outcome in terms of relief of symptoms is similar and effective for both procedures.[8-10,12,15,18,22,23]

**CONCLUSION**

Both OCTR and ECTR are effective as surgical treatment for CTS. OCTR is considered as safe, easy and widely accepted procedure. ECTR has the advantage of less scar tenderness and pillar pain in addition to the possibility of faster grip recovery and earlier return to work in non-recipients of workers' compensation. It may be beneficial when bilateral simultaneous carpal tunnel decompression is offered to patients to minimise time away from work. It is criticised for its potential for higher neurovascular complication rate owing to the technical demands of the procedure and its steep learning curve. Complications can be minimised in the hands of experienced surgeons.[23,24]

Therefore, the decision of which procedure to perform is affected by the surgeons experience and patient factors, including occupation, socioeconomic factors, preference, and possibly height.
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